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Item content optional

1.Product
Name High Quality embroidered Snapback Hats

2.Shape constructed Unconstructed or any other design or shape

3.Back Closure
plastic
buckle

leather back strap with brass, plastic buckle, metal buckle, elastic, self-fabric back strap with
metal buckle etc. And other kinds of back strap closure depend on your requirments.

4.Visor Flat Soft or Hard Pre-curved

5.Size 58cm Normally,48cm-55cm for kids,56cm-60cm for adults

6.MOQ 25 pcs

7.Packing

25pcs/polybag/inner box,4 inner boxes/carton,100pcs/carton

20” Container can contain 60,000pcs approximately

40” Container can contain 12,000pcs approximately

40” High Container can contain 13,000pcs approximately

8.Sample time 4~7 days after we receive your sample fee

9.Sample fee USD 30-50$ for per piece. Sample fee is refundable when your bulk order quantity is up to 500pcs/style











Snapback Cap features an embroidered team logo on the front, stitched New Era flag at wearer's
left side and snapback closure for an adjustable fit. Interior includes branded taping, a moisture
absorbing sweatband.

Material: 100% cotton









FAQ

 

1) Could you make the sample with my own logo? 
Yes,we are 18 years customized experience manufacturer,please send your design for sampling
directly.
2) How can I pay you? 
By T/T and Paypal,L/C and so on.
3.What’s your advantage?
(1) Quality is priority,we are 18 years customized experience manufacturer, Our enterprise tenet is
"Quality first".
(2) We have various kinds of caps/hats for your choosing.
(3) We have experienced factory with the fastest speed to complete the order.
(4) We have a professional sales team to provide 24 hours service for to follow up.
(5) The sample in stock can be free for validating quality,just need of paying the carrier fee.
4.How can I get some samples?
If sample available from stock can be freely offered, you just give us your express A/C No. If we do
not have it in stock, we can make it for you asap, then you should pay the sample fee and freight,
anyway the sample fee can be returnable after orders approved.
5.How long is the leadtime for sample and bulk?
3-7days for sample, 3-4weeks for production after sample confirmed.
6.Can I get a discount?
Of course,The more orders,the lower price, welcome to contact with us to get the details.


